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Desert foot

















Normal pt

SAD pt

Advanced SAD pt



₋ A no-option CLI patient is a patient 
without a target foot vessel

₋ Today SAD (desert foot) is the most 
common cause of no-option CLI 
(old/DM/ESRD)

₋ at least 50% of CLI pts present some 
degree of SAD

₋ At least 10% of CLI pts (maybe more…) 
present the final failure of the foot 
distribution system

Who is a no-option 

CLI pt? 





Prof Francisco Lengua Almora, 2017, Lima, Peru. 97 years old……. He 

died on March 2018. The book “Arterializacion del pie por isquemia” 

was published on 2006

With the help of Spanish fellows we have translated in English 

language some of the most important chapters. A particular thank to 

Sandra Vicente Jiménez and Carol Padrón Encalada
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1° Choose the 
leg vein inflow



GSV-MMV inflow

- Lengua technique

- Hybrid technique

1°





GSV

MMV



ATVs

DPV?



DPV

DPV

MMV



PTVs

PerVs



SSV
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PTV-LPV inflow

- Mutirangura technique

- Limflow technique

- Hybrid technique

2°





PERV-LPV inflow

- Limflow technique

- Hybrid technique

3°



ATV-DPV inflow

- Limflow technique

- Hybrid technique

4°



DPV

DPV

MMV



What is the best inflow in 
FVA?

1. GSV-MMV is a good inflow 
(Lengua’s & hybrid techniques)

2. PTV(PERV)-LPV(MPV) is a good 
inflow (Mutirangura’s, hybrid 
& Limflow techniques)

3. ATV-DPV inflow is poor



2° Enter into the fortress
and open the doors







“dancing wire” 

technique



Reverse 

valvulotome



“double wire” 

technique



Ballooning



Jailed inside 
the fortress!





The forefoot

cross



The 

forefoot

cross





When we open the fortress doors, 
we create a fast circle of blood into 
the big vein system of the foot, 
however not one red blood cell is 
going into the tissues!!!!



3° Escape from 
the fortress and 
get the tissues



3° Escape from 
the fortress and 
get the tissues

1. Open new outflow doors

2. Circuit focalization

3. Wait for remodeling











GSV

MMV

1° toe vein













• 3 month after PDVA

• 1.5 month after TMT amputation





baseline

acute result

45 days

90 days



• 5 month after PDVA

• 3.5 month after TMT amputation



2° Enter into the fortress
and open the doors

1° Choose the 
leg vein inflow

Jailed inside 
the fortress!

3° Escape from 
the fortress and 
get the tissues




